YUKON ENERGY
CORPORATION
P.O. Box 5920
WHITEHORSE
YUKON Y1A 6S7
(867) 393-5300

September 28, 2010

Mr. Bruce McLennan, Chair
Yukon Utilities Board
Box 31728
Whitehorse, YT Y1A 6L3
Dear Mr. McLennan:
Re:

Requested Approvals Related to Alexco Power Purchase Agreement

Yukon Energy (“YEC”) is seeking an Order from the Yukon Utilities Board (“YUB” or “the Board”) for
required approvals related to the implementation of the Power Purchase Agreement (“PPA”) that Yukon
Energy has recently concluded with Alexco Resource Corp (“Alexco”). The PPA is provided as Attachment
A to this correspondence (capitalized terms in this correspondence are as defined in the PPA).

Background
Alexco is currently a general service customer of YEC on the Mayo Dawson grid, purchasing power in the
Keno Hill area to carry out exploration, bulk sampling and other mine development activities as well as
management and reclamation activities of the Keno Hill District assets of the former United Keno Hill Mine
Corporation.
Alexco intends to develop Mines and Mills (collectively referred to as Mine Facilities) in the Mayo-Keno
area as described in Figure C-1, Schedule C of the PPA (the District). Alexco is currently developing the
Initial Mine Facilities with the intent in 2010 of commencing milling operations at the Initial Mill Site and
mining operations at the Initial Mine Site as defined in the PPA, and is expected to commence service as
a Major Industrial Customer (as defined in OIC 1995/901) in October 2010. The Initial Mill Site is
expected to be connected to the Transmission Facilities next week through the Initial Mine Facilities Spur
that YEC has developed. The Initial Mine Site is already connected to the Transmission Facilities through
facilities owned and operated by Alexco.
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OIC 1995/90 defines a major industrial customer as “a customer engaged in manufacturing, processing or mining, whose peak
demand for electricity exceeds 1 MW, but it down not include an isolated industrial customer”.
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The PPA sets out each Party’s rights and obligations with respect to the sale of Grid Electricity by YEC to
Alexco for Mine Facilities in the District. This includes provisions related to the payment by Alexco of:
1. YEC’s reasonably incurred costs and expenses (the “Capital Costs”):
a. To design, engineer, construct and commission a 1.65 km transmission line (“the Initial
Mine Facilities Spur”) to connect YEC’s 69 kV Mayo-Keno Transmission Facilities (the
Transmission Facilities”) to the Alexco Initial Mill Site; and
b. To negotiate and conclude the PPA.
2. The costs to be incurred by YEC to remove such facilities after the Mine Facilities Shutdown Date
(“the Decommissioning Costs”).
Commercial operation of the Initial Mine Facilities pursuant to the PPA is currently projected to begin in
mid-October2. At the Commercial Operation Date Yukon Energy will supply power to Alexco under the
approved and final Industrial Firm Rate Schedule 39 (Rate Schedule 393) which fixes industrial rates for
demand and energy. Under the PPA, Alexco also agrees to pay Capital Costs and Decommissioning Cost
for any additional Mine Facilities Spurs YEC agrees to develop to serve Mine Facilities in the future.
The charges and capital cost contributions to be paid by Alexco pursuant to the PPA are consistent with
the principles included in the Minto PPA as approved by the Board and as outlined in Tab 5 of the Yukon
Energy and Yukon Electrical 2009 Phase II Rate Application.

Requested Approvals
The PPA provides in section 3.1 that YEC will file an application seeking Board approval for a Fixed
Charge4 of $7,289 per month for service as permitted by Rate Schedule 39.
In this application YEC also seeks confirmation that the following are approved by the Board:
•

The customer contribution for all of the Capital Costs (a) for the Initial Mine Facilities Spur and
(b) to negotiate and conclude the PPA, as well as the Capital Costs for any other Mine Facilities
Spurs that YEC agrees to develop in the future; and

•

The customer obligation to pay for future Decommissioning Costs for the Mine Facilities Spurs.

Each of the above matters is addressed separately below.

2

The current estimate of commissioning of Alexco’s Initial Mine Facilities is mid-September to early October 2010, with actual
commercial operation of the Initial Mine Facilities in mid-October 2010 (as described in section 3.3 of the PPA).
3
Rate Schedule 39 is set by OIC 2007/94 until January 1, 2013, and, pursuant to the OIC, the Board must ensure that rates
charged to Major Industrial Customers (until December 31, 2012) conform to the Rate Schedule 39 attached to OIC 2007/94 as
Schedule A. Board Order 2008-13 approved the rate as required.
4
OIC 2007/94 provides that the Fixed Charge included in Rate Schedule 39 is to be adjusted to provide for fixed monthly charges
as set out in any Power Purchase Agreement, or amendments thereto, between a Major Industrial Customer and either Yukon
Energy Corporation or the Yukon Electrical Company Limited, as approved by the Board.
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Section 6.1 of the PPA also provides as follows:
If permitted by the ESRs or YUB, the Electric Demand and Electric Energy at the Points of
Delivery will be totaled and only one bill will be issued for such Points of Delivery.
Tab 5 of the Yukon Energy and Yukon Electrical 2009 Phase II Rate Application sets out proposed
adjusted Terms and Conditions of Service wherein section 7.7 would allow such totalized metering where
(as in this PPA) it is specified in a contract. YEC notes that under the current ESRs, section 4.7 would not
permit totalized metering in this instance as the Points of Delivery are not located within a radius of a half
a mile of each other – and therefore, until such time as the current ESRs are modified to so permit this
totalized metering, YUB approval is being sought to proceed with the above provision of section 6.1 of
the PPA.

Fixed Charge for service to Alexco mine and mill sites as permitted by Rate Schedule 39
The Alexco Fixed Charge for which YUB approval is being sought is as follows (defined in Schedule A of
the PPA, to be added to Rate Schedule 39 as approved in Board Order 2008-13 – see Attachment C for
the requested amended Rate Schedule 39 that includes this provision for both the Alexco and Minto
facilities):
For Services to Alexco mine and mill sites, the Fixed Charge each month will equal $7,289 as
required under the Power Purchase Agreement (the “PPA”) dated September 1, 2010 between
YEC and Alexco Resource Corp. (“Alexco”) for existing transmission connection to the mine and
mill sites.
Based on past Yukon precedent industrial customers are required to make contributions towards existing
and new transmission infrastructure built specifically to provide industrial service to their mine site5. In
this regard, when dealing with established transmission facilities, these customers are to be assigned
annual depreciation and return costs related to such transmission facilities.
In the case of this PPA, the existing Transmission Facilities, i.e., the 69 kV Mayo-Keno transmission line
located north of Mayo, were initially built and maintained to provide service to the UKHM mine site. YEC
continued to incur capital-related costs for this line after the UKHM mine closed based on the assumption
that such costs would be directly assigned to any new mine to receive service in the future from that
transmission line.6 In YEC’s view, the Fixed Charge set out in Schedule A of the Alexco PPA reflects a fair
allocation of costs relating to the Transmission Facilities to be paid by Alexco due to the fact that the
Transmission Facilities were maintained in service through the intervening years to serve future industrial

5

The Yukon Energy and Yukon Electrical 2009 Phase II Application (Tab 5, Section 5.3.5) summarizes the principles applied in
Yukon related to investment in facilities required to provide service to industrial customers.
6
This issue was specifically discussed during the 1992 Capital Hearing. At that time the Mayo-Elsa-Keno transmission line was
identified as at end of life and urgently needed to be rebuilt or abandoned. The rebuild costs were estimated at $1.5 to $2.0 million
but expenditure could not be justified due to the closure of UKHM.
YEC decided to proceed with repairs at that time absent an
agreement from UKHM towards a customer contribution (a modest expenditure of $333,000), with the remaining work to be
completed prior to reopening of the UKHM mine. YEC noted to the Board during the Capital Hearing that details regarding costs of
line repairs would be coordinated with whoever the future management of the UKHM might be prior to the mine reopening.
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customers7. The Fixed Charge to be applied to Alexco will ensure that the mine pays its share of the
capital-related costs incurred for the Transmission Facilities.
The PPA Fixed Charge of $7,289/month ($87,468 per annum) assigns to Alexco 85% of YEC 2010 annual
owner costs (depreciation and return) related to the defined Transmission Facilities primarily developed in
the past to serve industrial customers in the District (i.e. UKHM). YEC’s annual owner costs for the
Transmission Facilities for 2010 are derived in Attachment B at $102,900 ($8,575 per month). The 85%
share of this monthly cost is assigned directly to Alexco as a Fixed Charge based on the following
considerations:
•

Alexco share of forecast load going through Transmission Facilities approximates 98% (the
approximate annual Keno retail load absent mine related activities is estimated at approximately
0.3 GW.h; in contrast, the PPA section 4.1 Alexco industrial customer load ranges from 11.8 to
13.4 GW.h/yr).

•

The proposed 85% share as agreed in the PPA is based on NEB 1985 NCPC Report finding re:
Faro mine which the YUB subsequently retained to set the fixed charge for the Faro Mine under
Rate Schedule 39.
o

Allocating 85% of annual costs of the line to the industrial customer is considered
reasonable based on similar treatment of Faro Mine in the past. When the Faro mine was
operating, it was directly assigned as a fixed charge 85% of the annual depreciation and
return costs related to the Whitehorse-Faro transmission line on the basis that these
facilities were primarily developed to serve that industrial customer. The 85% direct cost
allocation was considered to reasonably reflect the mine’s share of load on the line
(approximately 96.8%). The remaining 15% was rolled into pooled costs to be paid by all
customer classes in the Yukon Hydro zone (including industrials) based on their
respective demands8.

o

Alexco’s share of the load on the Mayo-Keno line is approximately 98% - based on the
precedent for the Faro mine the 85% allocation of costs of the line, with Alexco also
paying its share of the pooled costs is deemed to be reasonable.
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Each time that a Major Industrial Customer proposes to commence for the first time to receive Grid Electricity from the
Transmission Facilities as defined in the PPA, the Alexco PPA (section 6.7) requires YEC to determine on a reasonable basis a
proposed amended Fixed Charge applicable to Alexco reflecting an allocation of costs relating to the Transmission Facilities among
the new Major Industrial Customers, Alexco and all other Major Industrial Customers receiving Grid Electricity from the Transmission
Facilities.
8
The 1985 NEB Report on NCPC notes the Cyprus Anvil Mine at Faro was charged a fixed annual amount, levied on monthly basis,
for the same capital cost item (depreciation and return) for 85% of these costs related to the WAF transmission line from
Whitehorse to Faro. This charge was based on the circumstances surrounding the construction of the lines where it was built as
instructed as a consequence of an agreement between the mine and Canada to build a mining facility at Faro. The 85% allocation
as approved reflected the mines’ share of the load on this line (about 96.8%) and that the remaining 15% would be rolled in with
the pooled costs in Yukon hydro rate zone to be allocated to all customer classes (including industrial) based on their respective
demands.
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Customer Contribution for Capital Costs
Under the Alexco PPA Capital Costs are to be paid by Alexco for all Mine Facilities Spurs that YEC agrees
to develop to provide grid service to the Mine Facilities as well as for YEC’s costs to negotiate and
conclude the PPA (and such costs are to be fully paid shortly after Commencement of Delivery to the
relevant Mine Facilities).
The payment of Capital Costs by Alexco for Mine Facilities Spurs applies the following principles reviewed
and accepted by the Board in Order 2007-5 regarding the Minto PPA9, and as set out in Tab 5 of the 2009
Phase II Rate Application:
•

Industrial customer to make 100% contribution towards any spur line – When only one
customer is planned to be served by specific transmission facilities, that one customer generally
should pay the full actual cost of the facilities so required10. This reflects the fact that these
specific transmission facilities were built to serve a single customer and are generally expected to
be decommissioned and removed after the mine closes. Under the Alexco PPA, Alexco has agreed
to pay the Capital Costs for any Mine Facilities Spurs that YEC develops as required to provide
service from the grid to the Initial Mine Facilities and for any other mine facilities that YEC may
agree to connect in the future.

•

Industrial customer to make contribution towards appropriate share of new bulk
transmission – The Capital Cost Contribution required from Minto towards the Stage One
Carmacks Stewart Transmission Project pursuant to the Minto PPA (and anticipated to be
expected from other mines) was negotiated directly with the customer and not based on the
maximum utility investment as set out in Schedule B of the then-current ESRs. The contribution
to capital costs applied to Minto under the Minto PPA (that would be applied to other industrial
customers connecting to the Carmacks-Stewart Transmission Project (CSTP) per the approved
Minto PPA) is based on the segment and voltage level of that transmission line that each new
industrial customer would require to receive Electricity in the absence of the Transmission
Project. In the case of Alexco, however, no new bulk transmission is required to be developed
and the relevant transmission facilities being utilized is the established Mayo-Keno line and not
the new CSTP.

Under the Agreement, Alexco is responsible for payment of the Alexco Power Bill, Capital Cost,
Decommissioning Costs or other amounts payable under the Agreement regardless of whether an invoice
is rendered within the time period set out in the Agreement.
9

In Directive 9 of Order 2007-5 the Board noted it was satisfied with the quantum of the contribution paid by Minto to the CSTP as
it exceeds the contribution level based on the then approved ESR Maximum Utility Investment (MUI) model. Further, the Board
noted, “that Minto will be responsible for 100% of the costs of the Mine Spur further supports this position. The Board accepts all
the points brought forward by YEC in response to YUB-YEC-1-7.” At page 14 of the Order the Board specifically notes, “based on
YEC response to YUB-YEC-1-7, the Board is persuaded that the approach used to calculate the portion of the CSTP that is funded by
Minto is appropriate”. The method is described as follows: “in the context of the above ESR terms and conditions, the PPA in effect
assigns Minto 100% of the estimated costs of the facilities needed to be constructed to serve the Mine in the event that all such
facilities were to be built solely to serve the Mine at 35 kV from Carmacks to the Mine, i.e., YEC is not proposing any utility
investment to be planned towards the expected costs for such an extension.”
10
E.g., Minto Mine paid the full cost of its Mine Spur contribution.
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The following provisions of the PPA relate to the determination and payments of the Capital Costs under
the Alexco PPA:
•

Definition of Costs to be Paid by Alexco [section 1.1(j)] - Capital Costs to be paid by
Alexco include all of YEC’s reasonably incurred costs and expenses for the design, engineering,
procurement, construction, and commissioning of the Mine Facilities Spurs, as well as YEC’s costs
and expenses reasonably incurred to negotiate and conclude the PPA with Alexco.

•

Quantum of Costs to be Paid by Alexco for Initial Mine Facilities Spurs [section 1.1(j)]
and Part 5, section 5.1(a)] - At the date of the Agreement, the YEC estimate for the Capital
Costs for the Initial Mine Spurs is $330,000, and the YEC estimate for the Capital Costs to
negotiate and conclude the PPA with Alexco is $100,000. Alexco will be responsible for the total
Capital Costs regardless of whether such costs exceed the estimates provided at the time the
Agreement was executed (section 6.3).

•

Schedule of Payment of Capital Costs by Alexco [Part 5, section 5.1(a), (b), (c) and
(d)] - Alexco has agreed to pay (within 15 days of receipt of invoice) the Capital Costs as
invoiced by YEC. These amounts are to be paid based on the following invoice timing provisions:
o

Section 5.1(a) - The first YEC invoice for 50% of the estimated Capital Costs (as set
out in this section) relating to the Initial Mine Facilities Spurs and negotiation of the PPA
is to be provided within 30 days of execution and delivery of the Agreement;

o

Section 5.1(b) - The second and final YEC invoice for Capital Costs for the Initial Mine
Facilities Spurs is to be provided by YEC to Alexco within 30 days of YEC’s notice that the
Initial Mine Facilities Spurs are commissioned and available to provide Grid Electricity to
the Initial Mine Facilities pursuant to the Agreement;

o

Section 5.1(c) – YEC will invoice Alexco for the Capital Costs related to negotiation and
conclusion of the PPA that exceed the related amount invoiced under section 5.1(a), as
and when such costs are incurred and invoiced to or paid by YEC; and

•

Section 5.1(d) - Pursuant to section 5.1(d), in circumstances where the final actual
Capital Costs for the Initial Mine Facilities Spurs or for negotiation and conclusion of the
Agreement are less than the amount invoiced under 5.1(a), YEC will set the difference off
against any other amount owed by Alexco to YEC under the PPA or refund the difference.

•

Development of future Mine Facilities Spurs [Section 4.5 and Part 5, section 5.2] Alexco agrees to pay to YEC the Capital Costs for any subsequent Mine Facilities Spurs that YEC
agrees to develop11 (as provided in Section 4.5). This includes provision for payment of 50% of

11

Section 4.5 of the PPA provides that if Alexco requires an increase to its Maximum Electric Demand, or requires a New Point of
Delivery for a new Mine Facility or if it wishes to add an Affiliate, that Affiliate’s Point of Delivery and Electric Demand as a Party to
the Agreement, it will provide such written information and documentation to YEC as it may reasonably require and YEC will
determine whether or not the Transmission Facilities and YECL’s other facilities have the ability to supply and maintain that
increased Electric Demand, Points of Delivery or Affiliates and what if any new Mine Facilities Spurs or other facilities and related
new Capital Costs are estimated to be required, potential requirement for an increase in the Mine Firm Rate related to such increase
and potential new Decommissioning Costs provisions required for the Mine Facilities Spurs. If YEC and Alexco are unable to come to
an agreement then no increase in Maximum Electric Demand, addition of Point of Delivery or addition of Affiliates will occur.
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YEC’s estimated costs for such facilities prior to YEC ordering equipment for, or construction of
such new Mine Facilities Spurs. The balance of such Capital Costs will be paid by Alexco to YEC
within 30 days of notice by YEC that such Mine Facilities Spurs are commissioned and available to
receive Grid Electricity to provide to Alexco.
Negotiation of a PPA with an industrial customer whereby the customer agrees to pay the full costs of the
spur line dedicated solely to provide service to that site (as well as the full costs to negotiate and
conclude the Agreement) provides the necessary assurance and protection for ratepayers that any cost
risks related to these specific transmission facilities will not be shouldered by ratepayers in the future.

Payments for future Decommissioning Costs for the Mine Facilities Spurs
Pursuant to Part 11 of the Alexco PPA, Alexco will be responsible for all Decommissioning Costs12 incurred
by YEC. Decommissioning Costs to be fully paid by Alexco include the following costs defined in section
1.1(o) of the PPA:
All decommissioning and other costs to be incurred by YEC and agreed to be recovered from
Alexco (including without limitation, costs to take down and remove facilities and costs to restore
any property under applicable law, less credits for recovery sales of any materials removed and
sold) reasonably required to remove such parts of the Mine Facilities Spurs to be decommissioned
after a Mine Facilities Shut Down Date as YEC at that time may require to be decommissioned.
Similar to the provisions approved in the Minto PPA13, the Alexco PPA provides for YEC to establish an
Accrued Decommissioning Fund account. Alexco will make Decommissioning Cost Payments (based on
the Estimated Decommissioning Costs) towards this account to be deposited into the account by YEC
upon payment and invested at 6.5% interest per annum to fund YEC’s regulated rate base during the
Term under Part 11. The Estimated Decommissioning Costs to be paid to YEC by Alexco and invested by
YEC will for any Mine Facilities Spur (or part thereof) be an amount equal to 25% of the Capital Costs
incurred by YEC for that Mine Facilities Spur (or part thereof) [see section 1.1(x)].
Payment of the Decommissioning Costs as provided in Part 11 of the Alexco PPA follows the same model
for determining and accounting for decommissioning costs developed under the Minto PPA that was
previously reviewed and approved by the YUB in Order 2007-5 (Directive 16). Accordingly, it is submitted
that these costs are reasonable and appropriate as applied to Alexco, and that the PPA also provides
reasonably for recovery of these costs from Alexco.
Overall, subject to the different circumstance and requirements for Alexco Mine Facilities as compared
with the Minto Mine, the attached Alexco PPA’s provisions are consistent with the principles as approved
by the Board with regard to the Minto PPA.
12

Per the definition of Decommissioning Costs this includes costs to take down and remove facilities and costs to restore any
property under applicable law, less credits for recovery sales of any materials removed and sold.
13
With respect to Minto, the Board in Order 2007-5 (at page 21) determined the establishment and use of the Minto Accrued
Decommissioning Fund to be an acceptable method to provide for these future salvage costs, and noted that the liability of each
party is clearly set out in the final reconciliation. With regard to the quantum of decommissioning costs, the Board accepted 25
percent of estimated capital costs as reasonable since it was based on a prior depreciation study that set salvage costs.
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If you have any questions regarding the above please call.

Yours truly,
YUKON ENERGY CORPORATION

Ed Mollard
Chief Financial Officer
cc: David E. Whittle, CA
Chief Financial Officer
Alexco Resource Corporation
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ATTACHMENT B – YEC ANNUAL TRANSMISSION FACILITIES COSTS
YEC’s annual Transmission Facilities costs of $8,575 per month were determined as follows for the PPA:
•

Transmission Facilities costs as of end of 2008:
o Total assets at cost
o Accumulated depreciation
o Net book value at yr end
o Annual depreciation

$1,455,124.62
$ 294,938.76
$1,160,185.86
$
29,722.82

•

Estimated Transmission Facilities costs at end of 2009 and end of 2010, assuming no new assets:
o Projected Net Book value at end of 2009
$1.130 million =(1.160186 - 0.0297)
o Projected Net Book value at end of 2010
$1.101 million
o Projected Net Value at mid yr 2010
$1.1155 million

•

Based on YUB approved return (debt and equity cost at 6.56% blended) on rate base for 2009,
plus depreciation, the annual owner costs for this line for 2010 is as follows (ignores ongoing
capital spending after 2008):
o Depreciation
$ 29,723
o Return at 6.56%
$73,177 = (.0656*1.1155 million)
o Total Annual Cost
$102,900/yr
o Cost per month
$8,575
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ATTACHMENT C – RATE SCHEDULE 39 WITH AMENDMENTS
FIRM MINE RATE
RATE SCHEDULE 39
INDUSTRIAL PRIMARY
AVAILABLE:

Throughout the service areas of Yukon Energy Corporation (“YEC”) and
The Yukon Electrical Company Limited (“YECL”) served by the
Whitehorse-Aishihik-Faro and Mayo-Dawson systems.

APPLICABLE:

To all major industrial customers engaged in manufacturing, processing
or mining with an electric service capacity in excess of 1,000 kW.

RATE:

Charges in any one billing month shall be the sum of the following:
(a)

Demand Charge of $15.00/kV.A of Billing Demand

(b)

Energy Charge of 7.60¢/kW.h for all energy used

(c)

Fixed Charge
For service to Minto mine site, the Fixed Charge each month
shall equal the payments then required under the Power
Purchase Agreement (the “PPA”) dated February 8, 2007 as
amended on May 14 and May 25, 2007 between YEC and Minto
Explorations Ltd. (“Minto”) for monthly Capital Cost
Contributions for transmission connection to the mine.
For service to Alexco mine and mill sites, the Fixed Charge each
month will equal $7,289 as required under the Power Purchase
Agreement (the “PPA”) dated September 1, 2010 between YEC
and Alexco Resource Corp. (“Alexco”) for existing transmission
connection to the mine and mill sites.

PEAK
SHAVING
CREDIT:

MINIMUM
MONTHLY
BILL:

For customers with an established Winter Contract Load in good
standing, a Peak Shaving Credit in each billing month equal to 50% of
the Demand Charge times the Peak Shaved Load.

The minimum monthly bill will be the sum of the Demand Charge and
the monthly Fixed Charge, less any applicable Peak Shaving Credit.
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PEAK
SHAVED
LOAD:

BILLING
DEMAND:

WINTER
CONTRACT
LOAD:

Peak Shaved Load in any billing month is the amount by which then
nominated Winter Contract Load is less than the Billing Demand for the
month.
The Billing Demand shall be the greater of:
(a)

the highest metered kV.A demand recorded in the current billing
month;

(b)

the highest metered kV.A demand recorded in the previous 12month period including the current billing month, excluding the
months April through September; or

(c)

the contract minimum demand.

A customer may, by six month written notice to YEC, nominate a Winter
Contract Load at not less than two-thirds of the customer’s contract
maximum demand subject to the following conditions:
a)

the customer will thereby contract with YEC not to exceed the
nominated Winter Contract Load whenever the temperature at
Whitehorse is below -30 degrees Centigrade, based on YEC
informing the customer by phone, fax or e-mail as to forecast
and actual winter temperatures at Whitehorse as provided for in
paragraph (b);

b)

YEC will inform the customer at least one hour in advance, and
not more than one day in advance, of a forecast temperature at
Whitehorse being below -30 degree Centigrade; thereafter, until
YEC informs the customer otherwise, the customer will be
responsible for ensuring that its metered kV.A demand does not
exceed the Winter Contract Load during any hour when the
actual temperature at Whitehorse is below -30 degrees
Centigrade; YEC will inform the customer forthwith when the
temperature at Whitehorse is no longer forecast to be below -30
degree Centigrade within the next 24 hours;

c)

the customer agrees that the contract for the nominated Winter
Contract Load will continue until terminated by written notice of
not less than 12 months by the customer to YEC; and

d)

if during such contract period for the Winter Contract Load the
customer’s metered kV.A demand recorded, after YEC has
Attachment C-2

provided notice as specified in paragraph (b), exceeds the
Winter Contract Load when the temperature at Whitehorse is
less than -30 degrees Centigrade, the Winter Contract Load
contract will be terminated forthwith, the customer will forthwith
be required to repay to YEC all Peak Shaving Credits determined
within the previous 12 billing months, and the customer will also
pay for that billing month to YEC as penalty an amount equal to
four times the Demand Charge on the metered kV.A demand
recorded in excess of the Winter Contract Demand; in addition,
YEC reserves the right if so required to meet system loads when
the temperature at Whitehorse is less than -30 degrees
Centigrade during the then current month and the following 12
months to interrupt electricity supplied to the customer in excess
of the previous Winter Contract Load.
BASE
LOAD
ENERGY:

RATE
MODIFICATIONS
APPLICABLE:

ELECTRIC
SERVICE
REGULATIONS:

A Base Load Energy amount per month may be established for a
customer of 90% of forecast use when YEC expects to require diesel fuel
generation to service use in excess of such a Base Load Energy amount.
At such time, Rate Schedule 39 will be submitted to the Yukon Utilities
Board for amendment to adjust the Energy rate as required for a two
part rate that yields the same overall energy charge at forecast energy
use, with all energy consumed in excess of the Base Load being charged
at a rate reflecting the incremental cost of service using diesel fuel
generation and all other energy being charged at the reduced rate
required to yield the same overall energy charge at forecast energy use.

For fuel adjustment rider, see Rider F. Rider F applied to energy charges
only, set to $0.0 for fuel price forecast filed November 20, 2006.

The Electric Service Regulations approved by the Yukon Utilities Board
form part of this rate schedule and apply to YEC and every customer
supplied with electric service by YEC in the Yukon Territory. Copies of
the Electric Service Regulations are available for inspection in the offices
of YEC during normal working hours.
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